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For a sequence of independent and identically distributed random vectors, upper 
and lower bounds are obtained for the discrepancy between the probability measure 
P,, induced by their normalized sum, and the Normal measure Cp. The upper and 
lower bounds are of the same order of magnitude. These results may be derived by 
a “leading term” approach, in which a signed measure Q. is introduced as a first 
order approximation to P, - 0. The purpose of this paper is to investigate proper- 
ties of the leading term. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a sequence of independent, identically distributed random vec- 
tors X X(l) X(*) taking values in R k. We assume that E 1 X( * c co, and 
for simpliciiy we’normalize A’ to have zero mean and identity covariance 
matrix. Let P, be the probability measure on Rk induced by the sum 
n - 10 1; $0, and let @ be the standard Normal probability measure on [Wk. 
For a collection Y of Bore1 subsets of Rk, write 
d,(Y) = SUP IPTm - @(@I. 
BE9 
We are interested in the rate at which A,(Y) + 0 as n --) co. 
The earliest result in this direction is due to Bergstrom [l], who showed 
that there is a universal constant c = c(k) such that, whenever E lX13 < co, 
d,(W) < cn-"2E IX13, (1.1) 
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where .%Y is the set of all infinite rectangles {X E iWk: X, d 8, for each j}, some 
0 E IWk. Many authors have relined and generalized (1.1). See Bhattacharya 
and Rao [2] for a thorough, detailed account, with many references. More 
recent work includes that of Rota? [lo], Rozovskii [11-141, Sazanov 
[15], Michel [7], and the authors cited therein. 
Our aim in the present paper is to develop a “leading term” approach, 
and to derive upper and lower bounds of the same order of magnitude for 
the error from Normality. These bounds make it a simple matter to derive 
several characterisations of rates of convergence in the multivariate case, 
such as those derived by Bikyalis [3,4] and Michel [7], using very dif- 
ferent arguments. The techniques are similar to those used in the case 
k = 1; see Hall [6]. Our leading term, Q,(B), represents a dominant source 
of error in an expansion of P,(B) - (B). Specifically, we study the expan- 
sion 
f’,(B) = Q(B) + Q,(B) + R,(B), 
in which B is any convex Bore1 subset of iRk, and R,(B) is a remainder 
term. Theorem (2.4) states that the ratio 
is bounded away from zero and infinity as n + co, where V is the collection 
of all convex Bore1 subsets of IW“ and 6, is a particular function of the dis- 
tribution of X. Theorem 2.3 declares that under the extra moment 
hypothesis 
HP-l2 Ilog IJw2) < co, (1.2) 
we have 
[R,(B)1 = o(6,) + O(K”~) 
uniformly over all convex sets B. Thus, if n-‘j2 = o(S,) then 
sup IRn(B)l = o(sup lQn(B)I 1 
BE% BE’B 
as n + co. In this sense, the remainder term R,,(B) is of smaller order than 
the leading term, and the leading term provides an informative description 
of the Normal error in cases where the bound (1.1) is inapplicable. 
To quickly trace the history of this technique, we note that a similar 
expansion for the case k = 1 was introduced and studied by Osipov [9 J. 
Also, the properties of leading terms are implicit in derivations of several 
delicate results on rates of convergence. Thus, the technique was used by 
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Rozovskii [11-141 and Hall [5,6]; Lemma 3 of [ll] is essentially a one- 
dimensional version of Theorem 2.4 below. 
Let us introduce some notation. For x, y E lRk, Xj is just the jth coor- 
dinate of x (1 < j < k), (x, JJ) = Cf Xj yj is the standard inner product, and 
1x1 = (x, x)1’* is the corresponding norm. For a non-negative integer- 
valued vector v E Zk, we put [v] = C’; vi, x” = n’; x7, v! = n: vi!, and write 
D’ for the partial differential operator ~:(c?/~x,)“J. Let d(x) = 
(27c-k’2 e -1X12’2 be the standard Normal density on IWk, and Q(B) be the 
corresponding probability measure. We shall also need the standard Nor- 
mal density 4,(xj), and distribution function @,(xj) in R’. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let X XC” x’*‘,... be independent and identically distributed random 
variable; taking values in IWk, with zero mean and identity covariance 
matrix. Let P, be the probability induced by the normalized sum 
n - ‘I2 C; P), and write 
6,=E(IX12Z(IXI >n”‘)} 
+ c ln-1’2E(~z(lXl <n1’2)}l 
Y 
Fz3 
+n-‘E(JX14z(IXI drP)) 
=&2+ 1 l~,“l +8n4, (2.1) 
[v]=3 
where the summation in the middle term above is taken over all k dimen- 
sional vectors v, with non-negative, integer components adding to 3. Our 
first result describes an upper bound on d,(V). 
THEOREM 2.1. Choose 3, so large that E((X12 Z(lXl > A)} < l/8. There is 
a universal positive constant c, depending only on k, such that for all convex, 
Bore1 sets BE Rk we have 
(P,(B) - @(B)l < ~(6, + ;12n-1/2) 
for all n. 
There are (l/6) k(k + 1 )(k + 2) third order terms in the definition (2.1) of 
6,,, so we have 
c5,<E{IX12Z(IXJ >nl’*)} 
+ {(l/6) k(k+ l)(k+2)+ l} n -1/2E{ IX13Z(IXI <IZ”~)}. (2.2) 
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It is apparent from (2.2) that 6, --+ 0 as n --f cc for many distributions 
without finite absolute third moments. For example, if E jX(2+d < co for 
some 6 with 0 < 6 6 1 then 6, < 2k3n-*12E (X/2+6, so in this case 
Theorem 2.1 improves on the classical result that /P,(B) - G(B)] = 
O(n Pb’2), The next theorem shows that, up to terms of order n- ‘I’, the rate 
of convergence given by Theorem 2.1 is the best possible. 
THEOREM 2.2. lim inf,, o. { (sup,, Q /P,(B) - Q(B)1 + n-‘12)/6,} > 0. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 together state that d,(V) is of precise order 6, up 
to terms of order n -I’*; that is, (A,,+K”~ )/(6, + n- 1’2) is bounded away 
from zero and infinity as n -+ co. These results may be proved from 
Theorem 5 of Rozovskii [ 141, and Lemma 1 and the Corollary of 
Rozovskii [13]. In their present form they are less general but simpler and 
more accessible. 
The form (2.1) of 6, is perhaps a little intricate. However, particular ran- 
dom variables X may be exhibited to show that any one of the terms of 6, 
may dominate all the rest as n + co. For example, we shall construct X 
taking values in Iw2 for which 6,+,) dominates. 
Let Y be a random variable in Iw’ whose absolutely continuous sub- 
distribution has density f(y) = ye4 for y 2 8, f( y ) = 0 otherwise, with just 
two atoms chosen so that P(Y= 0) > 3/4, EY= 0 and EY2 = l/4. Let Y,, 
Y,, Y,, Y, be identically distributed like Y, dependently so that no pair is 
simultaneously non-zero. Now define X (taking values in Iw2) to have com- 
ponents 
x,=&r,-Y,), 
X*=(Y,+ Y2)-(Y3S Y4). 
Then X has zero mean and identity covariance matrix, and 1x1 d nri2 if and 
only if one of the following is true: 
Y, = 0 for j=1,2,3and4, 
0 < ) Y,l < (n/3)“’ for j=l or2, 
or 
o< lY,l <d” for j=3or4. 
Now, easy calculations show that 
6,,=(2+6fi)~” for large n, 
6 ,--(2+3&)n-1’2 asn-, co, 
6 -6 -0 n(3,o) - n(1.2) - 2 
6 “(03) = -(log 3) .P”2 for large n, 
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but 
6 n(2,l) - wag n) n-1’2 asn+co. 
Thus 6, N ~?~(~,i) as n + co. 
Our next theorem shows that, under the moment condition (1.2), there is 
an explicit form for the “leading term” in an asymptotic expansion of 
If’,(B) - @(B)I. For x, y E Rk define 
&? Y) = 4(x + Y) - 46) - 1 (Y”/V!W’~)(X), 
[v] = 1.2 
and let Qn be the (signed) measure in Rk with density 
qJx) = nEg(x, -X/rP). 
THEOREM 2.3. Choose A so large that E{ [Xl2 I( 1x1 > A)} < l/8. There is 
a universal positive constant c, depending only on k, such that 
II’,(B) - Q(B)- Q,(B)1 G c{6,(log n)-’ + Si(log n)k/2 + I/n”‘} (2.3) 
for all BE% andn>2. lfE{ IX12 llog IXIIk”} < co then 6:(logn)k’2=o(6,), 
so the right-hand side of (2.3) is o(6,) + O(n-1’2) as n -+ co. 
It follows from Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 that if (1.2) holds then 
SUP~,~ IQ,(B)1 is of precise order 6, up to terms of order n-1’2. 
In fact a stronger statement is true. 
THEOREM 2.4. There exist positive constants c and C, depending on k, 
where C may also depend on the distribution of X, such that 
I Q,(B)I < 4 for all Bore1 subsets B c [Wk; 
and 
sup IQnWI 2 Ch, for large n, 
RE9 
where the supremum is taken over all infinite rectangles 
R={x~[W~:x~<tI~foreach i} andeach tIi<co. 
Thus, sup IQJB)I is of precise order 6, as n + co. 
3. PROOFS 
Throughout this section, c will denote a universal, strictly positive con- 
stant, not necessarily the same at each appearance, which may depend only 
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on k. Also C will be a positive constant which may depend on k and on the 
distribution of X. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 2.1 because it closely follows that of 
Theorem 1, page 4, of Sazanov [15]. Variants of Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 are 
required there, but Lemmas 1, 2 and 68 may be used directly. 
To establish Theorem 2.2 we use the following lemma; it provides 
another sequence of the same precise order as 6,. A related result appears 
as Remark 1 of Rozovskii [ 131. By way of notation, we write a, x b, for 
positive sequences a, and b, if the ratio a,/b, is bounded away from zero 
and infinity as n + co. 
LEMMA 3.1. Put 
dnj2=E{~Z(IXjJ >n”“)} and 8nj4=n-‘E{XjZ(IXjl <n”*)}. 
We have 
fan2 + 6n4) K i Is@ + 6nj4) (3.1) 
j= I 
and 
,.z, ISnvl  “n-l” sup IE{(t,X)3Z(IXl<n1/2)}l. lr[ = I (3.2) 
Proof Observe first that 
bn2dE{IX12Z(IXI >(kn)‘12)} +n-‘E{IX14Z()XI <(kn)“*)} 
and 
n.‘E{ [Xl4 Z(lXl6 (kn)“‘)} d ka,, + an4, (3.3) 
so 
6,2+6,4~E(~XI2Z(lX~>(kn)1’2)}+2n-’E(IXl4Z(IXI~(kn)“2)} 
<(2k+l)6,2+26,4. (3.4) 
Now, 
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and 
SO 
6, < n-‘E{XTZ( lXil 6 n’12 for each i)} 
+n-’ C E{XjZ(IX,I <n112< IX,l)} 
i:i#j 
<n-‘E(X~Z(lXI G(kn)‘12)} + 1 E{~Z(IX,I >n1’2)}, 
i:i#j 
~~nj~~n-1~(I~14Z(IXI~(kn)1’2)}+(k-1)~bn,~. 
i i 
Thus, in view of (3.3), 
Conversely, 
E(IX(2Z(lXl >(kn)‘12)} <c E(lX12Z(IXl > (kn)“‘and IX,\ =m;x 1X,1) 
.i 
6 c kk,,~, 
i 
and 
n-‘E(IXj4 Z(lXl < (kn)‘/2)) <k c n-‘E(X~Z(jXil < (kn)“‘)) 
i 
G k 1 (kdrr,T + 6nj4). 
i 
Combining these results with the first inequality of (3.4) yields 
dn2 + 8n4 G k(2k + 1) Cd, + 2k 1 dnj4, 
j i 
which completes the proof of (3.1). 
Write E,*{-}=n -l12E{ *Z(lXl Gn”‘)}. If ItI = 1 then 
lE~(f,X))l=lE:(~~j~j~l=IE.* I~3(6/v!)(~“~)1 
<6 1 IE,*YI =6 c 16,,1. 
[VI = 3 [v] = 3 
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Conversely, if v = (3, 0, 0 ,...) then 
IL1 = IeqI = I-G<& X>‘l when t = (1, 0, 0 ,... ). 
If v = (2, 1, O,...) then 
Is,,l=IE,*X:X,I=(1/6)lE,*{(2X,+X,)3-2(X,+X,)3-6X:+X:)( 
< U/6)( l4WX, + xd31 + 2 I&W-, + xd31 
+ 6 IE,*X:l + IE,*X;I } 
<c sup (E,*(t, X)31. 
Jfj = 1 
The case v = (1, 1, 1, 0, O,...) may be handled similarly. It now follows by 
symmetry, and by combining the results for each v with [v] = 3, that 
which establishes (3.2), and completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
If t E Rk and 1 tl = 1 then we may choose an orthogonal k x k matrix T 
with top row t. Define independent and identically distributed random 
variables Y, Y(l), Y(‘),.,. in Rk by Y= TX, etc., so that Y, = (t, X). Let 
B c Rk be a convex, Bore1 set, and put T- ‘B = { T- lx: x E B} c Rk. Since T 
is orthogonal, T-‘B is still convex, and @(T-‘B) = O(B). 
Thus, 
d,(V)>IP,(T-‘B)-@(T-‘B)I 
n-1/2i V”EB 
1 
Take B= {XE F& x, d tl,} to give 
where @i is the Standard Normal distribution function on R’. The random 
variables (t, x”)) are independent and identically distributed with zero 
mean and unit variance, and (3.6) holds for all 8, E R. It therefore follows 
from Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 of Hall [6, pp. 25, 461 that there are positive 
functions C,(t) and C,(t), depending on t and the distribution of X but not 
on n, such that 
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~?I(~) 2 GWCJq <t, e2 Z(I (t, -01 > n112)} 
+n-1’2 IE{(t,X)‘z(I(t,X)I a+‘2)}l 
+n-1E{(t,X)4z(I(t,X)Iez”2)}]-C2(t)n-”2 
for all sufficiently large n. Taking tj = 1 and ti = 0 for each i # j, so that 
(1, X) = Xj, we have 
d,(%) 2 C(6, + 6,)- Cn-1’2, 
so in view of (3.1), 
A,(%) >, C(dn2 + d,,) - Cn-‘12. (3.7) 
Reverting to a general t we have 
d,(V)~CC,(f)n-“2[IE((f,X)3Z(IXI~n1’2)}) 
-E(I<f,JO1341<f,X)I d~~lX/))I-C2(f)n~~“2 
>CC,(t)[n-1’2 IE{(f,X)3Z(IXj <n”2)}l -6,2]-C2(t)n-1’2. (3.8) 
Examining the proof of Lemma 3.1 reveals that (3.5) may be sharpened a 
little to yield 
1 IL1 Gcyy;n -“2 IE{(t,X)3Z(IXI <n1’2)}l, 
[v] = 3 
where F is a finite subset of unit vectors, t E [Wk. Thus (3.8) implies that 
d,(GTT)Z C C 16,,( - Cdn2 - Cnp1j2, 
[v] = 3 
which, together with (3.7), completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
To prove Theorem 2.3 we shall need some special properties of the 
measure Qn; they are contained in the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2, There is a constant c, depending only on k, such that 
Iq,(x)-nE(&x-X/n1’2)Z((IX1 >n”‘))l dc(l+ Ixl”)f$(x)~Y~ 
for all x and n. 
Proof: For ) yl < 1, a Taylor series shows that 
g(x, y) = c (Y’lV!)P’4)(X) + c (Y”lv!w”~)(x*)9 
[v] = 3 [u] =4 
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where x* = x*(x, v) satisfies /.x-x*1 < 1. Therefore 
4n(X)=n~(~(x-X/n”2)z(IXJ>n”2)}-~(x)nP(~~~>n1~*) 
+ nl’* 1 (D”$)(x) E{X”Z(IXI > P)} 
[r] = 1 
- ,“;* wmw) wwl4 -“*I} 
--n -l’* ,“C, (~mQ(wJ!} E(X”4lXI <n”*)) 
+n-’ [“;4mD’o(X*)Iv!l r41J-1 <n”*)l, 
where the random variable X* satisfies Ix - X* I < 1 almost surely. Con- 
sequently 
lqh) - nE{qqx - X/n”*) Z( (A-( > .‘q} l 
G 41 + I.4 + Ixl’) 4(x) bn2 +c(l + 1x1’) $4(x) c lb,,/ 
[VI = 3 
+c~uPw”4)(~)l: cv1=4,l=4<1}6”, 
< c( 1 + /Xl”) 4(x) 6,. 
LEMMA 3.3. Choose 1 so that E( 1X(* I( 1x1 > A)) d l/8, and write P,(t) 
for the Fourier-Stieltjes Transform of P,, etc. There is a constant c, 
depending only on k, such that whenever (tJ < n”*/(2Lk) we have 
IF,(t)-b(t)--Q,(t)/ <c(d~+n-‘)((t14+ (~~8)e-“12’6. 
The proof is omitted; it uses techniques from [ll], or from [6, p. 371. 
Our next lemma provides a large deviation estimate, needed for the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. It suffices to establish this result in the case k = 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose k = 1. For all n 2 2, 
P i XCi) > 33(n log n)“* 
i=l > 
<nP(X>(nlogn)1’2} +n-‘+ {(6,2+6,,)(logn)-1)22. 
ProoJ We use Corollary 1.7 of Nagaev [S], in which we take t = 4, 
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a = l/3, /I = 2/3, y = (n log n)“’ and x= 33~. In Nagaev’s notation, for 
nZ3, 
a2x2/2e’B2( - co, y) 2 a2x2/2ne’ > log n, 
A(t;O, y)/pxy’-1=nE{X4z(0<X~y)}//3xy’-1 
QZ[E(X~Z(IXI ~n”~)} +n(logn) E{X’Z(IXI XZ”~)}] 
x {22(nlogn)*}P1 
and /Ix/y = 22. The lemma follows immediately from these estimates. 
Let B be a convex, Bore1 subset of I?‘, and put 
B1 = {x E B: 1x1 < 33k”*(log n)“‘} 
and B, = B\B,. Applying Lemma 3.4 coordinate-wise, we obtain 
< i P i, XJ” > 33(nlogn)“2 
j= 1 ii I i= 1 I 
G i CnP(lXjl~(~lO~~)1’2}+{(6,,~+6,j~)(lO~~)~1}22]+k~~1 
j=l 
G i (26fij2 + 6n$)(lOg ?I)-’ + kn-‘, 
j=l 
where 6, and 6, are defined in Lemma 3.1. Now Lemma 3.1 shows that 
P,(B,)<c{d,(logn)-‘+n-‘}. 
It is easy to show that 
s (l+\x~4)qqX)dx<ce?*‘3 l-4 ’ u (3.9) 
uniformly in a > 0, and this implies that @(B2) < CC’. Let R = 33k1’2. 
Then, in view of Lemma 3.2, 
lCW231 G j  nE{#(x-X/n”*) Z(lXl XZ”~)} dx+cn-‘6,. 
1x1 > R(log .)‘j* 
(3.10) 
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The integral on the right-hand side of (3.10) is less than 
nP{ 1x1 > R(n log n)“2/2j 
+nE 
0 
,-~, > R(,ogn,,!2 &x-X/n”‘) & Z(lXl < R(n log n)“‘/2) 
d (4/R2)(logn)p’ E{ lX12 Z(lXl > R(n log n)‘j2/2)} 
+n 
s l.v/ > R(lognP/2 KY) @ 
<c(S,(logn)-‘+K’). 
It follows from (2.2) that 6, < 2k4, so we have 
lP,(B,)-~(~,)-Q,(B*)I ~c(~“hvr’+~-‘) 
for all n > 2. 
(3.11) 
We now follow Bhattacharya and Rao [2] to smooth the difference 
measure, P, - @ - Q, in B,. Theorem 10.1 of [2, p. 853 states that there 
exists an absolutely continuous (kernel) probability measure, K on I@ with 
K{x: 1x12 l} < l/4, 
s I4 
k+lK(dx)<co, 
and &ct) = 0 whenever lt( is greater than some constant r, say. For E > 0 
define a measure K, by K,(A) = K{x E IWk: EXE A }. 
Then Corollary 11.5 of [2, p. 971 gives 
IPn(B,)-@(B,)- Qn(B,)l <2(Y*(B,, E)+T*(B,, 2&)}, (3.12) 
where 
~*=~g~&max(((P,-~-Q,)* KWf +v), 
- ((P, - @ - Qn)* KU,” +Y)), 
T* = sup {(@- Q,)+(B:“\B;‘“+ y)}, 
.vs uak 
B; = {x E lRk: there exists u E B, with (X - U( < E}, 
B,” = B,\(l@\B,)“, 
and (@ - Qn)+ is the positive variation of the signed measure (@ - Q”). 
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We use Fourier inversion to deal with the first term on the right-hand 
side of (3.12). Put ~=2rAkn-‘/*, so that 
ZQ t) = Q&t) = 0 whenever 1 tl > n’/*/2Ak. 
Since K is absolutely continuous, (P, - @ - en)* K, has a density h,(x), 
and in view of Lemma 3.3, 
IUx)l d @c-k 1 
ret@ 
le-‘(‘~x)(B,(t) - 6(t) - on(t)) kJt)l dt 
’ (2n)-k i,, <,+,*,(2~k) I&t) - 6’(t) - &,(t)l dt 
~~(6~+n-~)i)~~~(l~l~+I~l~)e-~~l*~~d~ 
<c(i?i+n-‘). 
Now, B; is contained in a hypersphere of radius R(log n)l/* + E. Therefore 
y* < c(R(log n)‘/* + c}~ sup [h,(x)1 
x 
If I > n”* then (2.3) is immediate from the first part of Theorem 2.4 and the 
fact that 6,<2k4 (see (2.2)). Thus we may assume that 1 <n’/*, in which 
case 
y* < c{bz(log n)k’2 + A/n”* + (log n)k’2 n-l} 
< c{6i(log n)k’2 + A/n”*}, 
(3.13) 
the latter inequality following from the fact that A > (7/S)‘/* (see (3.9)). 
To control r* we invoke Corollary 3.2 of [2, p. 241, which implies that 
I ($\B;= + Y) (1 + 1~1~) $(x) dx 6 CE 
for all y E IWk, since B, is convex. Thus 
f (*\e+ Y) 
nE{q5(x - X/nl’*) Z( 1x1 > n’/*)} dx 
=nE 
(s (4c\B;ZE+Y~X,nl/2) 4(x1 dx z(lxl ‘n”2) 
< CE~,*, 
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and Lemma 3.2 shows that 
z*6c(l+6,,)&<C(l +6,)&P”2. (3.14) 
We now combine results (3.11)(3.14), observing again that 6,~ c, and 
,I 2 c2, to obtain (2.3). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 it remains to show that, under 
condition (1.2), 6,(log n)k’2 = o( 1) as II+ co. We have 
(log Q’2 E{ 1x12 Z(lXl >n”2)} <2k’2E{ [Xl2 [log IXIlk’* Z(lX( >P)}. 
Also, if a > 0 is so large that x(log x)-k/2 is increasing in x > a, then 
n-“2(logn)k’*E{JX(31(IXl~n”2)}~n- “2(lOg np* E{ 1X( 3 I( 1x1 < a)} 
+ F2E{ WI2 [log lXlp* 1(1X1 x2,}. 
The required result follows by letting n -+ co, then a + co, in view of (2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The first inequality of Theorem 2.4 is easily 
proved using Lemma 3.2. 
For 0 E Rk write (-co, 0-J = {XC Rk: xj< 0, for each j}. We have 
Q,(( - co, 191) = nEG(& -X/n’/‘), where 
(36 Y) = j g(x, y) dx= @(O + y) - Q(8) - 1 (y”/v!)(D’@)(e). 
(-m.Bl [v] = 1.2 
Letting Bi + cc for all i # j gives 
Qn( (X E Rk: Xj < Oj}) = L,(Oj), 
where L, is the leading term for the univariate random variable Xi, as 
defined in Hall [6, p. 251; so using Lemma 3 of [l 11, or Theorem 2.4 of 
[6, p. 461, and Lemma 3.1 above, we can see that 
sup lQn(‘)I 2 CC (6, + S,> > c(s,~ + 6,,). 
RESP i 
(3.15) 
Now write 
T,(t?)=n-“* ,“f;L3 ((~‘@P)(Wv!) ~WmA Gn”2)). 
We may expand G(8, y) as a Taylor series about Q(e), just as g(x, JJ) was 
expanded in the proof of Lemma 3.2, to yield 
lQn(( - 00, ‘Jl) - Tn(‘4l G 44,2 + &,d, 
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SO 
I7’n(Ql G lQ,((-a, el)l +c(4z,+L)<C sup lQ,(WI, 
REd 
using (3.15). Thus it remains to show that 
sup ITn(@l a c c IL1 for all large n. 
BE!@ [VI = 3 
This follows from the linear independence of the functions II”@, as in [9, 
Lemma 21. 
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